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Since its foundation in 1981, the Belgian Association of Anglicists in Higher Education has brought together
anglicists working in the fields of literature and cultural studies, linguistics and translation studies, and ELT.
BAAHE membership offers access to or entails:
The most extensive network of anglicists in the Benelux
We offer a unique forum that circulates information relevant for anyone involved in English studies in higher
education in a Benelux context. We communicate regularly via e-mail as well as the web (www.baahe.be and
www.facebook.com/baahe.be) to circulate calls for papers, vacancies, announcements, and other news of
interest to anglicists.
The BAAHE Annual Conference
Each year in autumn a different institution hosts the BAAHE one-day conference with papers in all domains BAAHE
represents. Every few years we also organise a larger international conference.
The BAAHE Thesis Award
BAAHE offers an annual prize of 250 EUR for outstanding undergraduate dissertations written in English,
alternating beween literature and cultural studies in one year and linguistics and translation studies in the next.
English Text Construction: An international peer-reviewed journal
English Text Construction (ETC) is an international, double-blind peer-reviewed journal, published twice a year by
John Benjamins (www.englishtextconstruction.be). All BAAHE members receive a print copy of the journal (c. 300
pp. per year). Note that regular individual subscriptions to ETC alone amount to EUR 70, so BAAHE membership (at
EUR 40 or, for tenured members, EUR 55 a year) constitutes a considerable discount.
ESSE – A European network
Being a BAAHE member automatically means being part of a community of lecturers and researchers across 33
European countries. Each BAAHE member is also a member of the European Society for the Study of English (ESSE;
www.essenglish.org), benefits of which include eligibility to apply for ESSE’s bursaries, book grants and book
awards, a substantial discount on the registration fee for the biennial ESSE conferences, and the possibility to
submit proposals for sub-plenary lectures and seminars for these conferences, for which the next venues are
Brno (2018), Lyon (2020) and Frankfurt (2022). ESSE publications include The ESSE Messenger, available online in
open access, and the European Journal of English Studies.
In order to join, consult the Membership section of our website www.baahe.be!
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